Abstract. Let f be a cuspidal eigenform (holomorphic or Maass) on the full modular group SL(2, Z) . Let χ be a primitive character of modulus P . We shall prove the following results:
Introduction
Let f be a holomorphic Hecke eigenform, or a Maass cusp form for the full modular group SL(2, Z). Let χ be a primitive character of modulus P . The twisted automorphic L-function of degree two associated to (f, χ) is defined as
where ℜs > 1 and λ f (n) are normalised Fourier coefficients of f . These were studied by Hecke who proved that they are entire and they satisfy a functional equation relating s to 1 − s. We fix the form f and vary the character χ. One of the important problems in L-function theory is to provide an upper bound for L(f ⊗χ, s) at the central point s = 1/2. The functional equation and the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle together with asymptotic of the Gamma functions give us the convexity bound L(f ⊗ χ, 1/2) ≪ f,ǫ P 1/2+ǫ . We shall prove the following results: Theorem 1.1. Let f be a holomorphic eigenform of integral weight, or a weight zero Maass cusp form on the full modular group SL(2, Z). Let χ be a primitive character of modulus p r , where p is a prime. We have
where ǫ > 0 is any positive real number and ⌊x⌋ is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Using the circle method, we shall also prove the following Burgess bound for GL(2) Lfunctions for a particular case of modulus. Theorem 1.2. Let f be a holomorphic eigenform of integral weight, or a weight zero Maass form on the full modular group SL(2, Z). Let χ be a primitive character of modulus P . Further assume that χ = χ 1 χ 2 , where χ i ′ s are primitive character modulo P i , where P i ′ s are primes, i = 1, 2. We have
where ε > 0 is any positive real number.
Let us briefly recall the history of sub-convexity bounds for L-functions. The convexity bound for the Riemann zeta function is given by ζ(1/2 + it) ≪ t 1/4+ε . For a Dirichlet Lfunction associated with a primitive Dirichlet character χ of modulus q, the convexity bound is given by L(1/2, χ) ≪ q 1/4+ε . Lindelöf hypothesis, which is a consequence of Riemann hypothesis, asserts that the exponent 1/4 + ε can be replaced by ε. Sub-convexity bound for ζ(s) was first proved by G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood, based on the work of Weyl [26] . Establishing a bound for exponential sums, it has been proved that (see also [24, page 99, Theorem 5.5])
ζ(1/2 + it) ≪ t 1/6 log 3/2 t.
(1) It was first written down by E. Landau [15] in a slightly refined form, and has been generalised to all Dirichlet L-functions. Since then it has been improved by several people. The best known result with exponent 13/84 ≈ 0.15476 is due to J. Bourgain [1] . In the other hand, q-aspect sub-convexity bound was first proved by D. A . Burgess [5] . Using cancellation in character sums in short interval, he proved that
for fixed s with ℜs = 1/2 and for any ε > 0. D. R. Heath-Brown [10] proved the hybrid bound (bound in both parameters q and t together) for Dirichlet L-functions. Recently introducing a theory to estimate exponential sums of the form M<m≤M+B e f (m) p n , where f (t) is an analytic function on the ring of p-adic integers Z p , D. Milićević [16] obtained the sub-Weyl exponent 0.1645. More precisely, he proved the following theorem. [16] ) Let θ > θ 0 ≈ 0.1645 be given. There is an r ≥ 0 such that L(1/2, χ) ≪ p r q θ (log q)
Theorem 1.3. (D. Milićević
holds for any Dirichlet character χ to any prime power modulus q = p n .
From the above theorem we observe that we have a sub-convexity exponent which is less than 1/6 for a prime power modulus q = p n with n ≥ n 0 , a sufficiently large number. The t-aspect Weyl exponent for GL(2) L-functions is expected to be 1/3. For holomorphic forms, this was first proved by Anton Good [9] using the spectral theory of automorphic functions. M. Jutila [13] has given an alternative proof, based only on the functional properties of L(f, s) and L(f ⊗ χ, s), where χ is an additive character. The arguments used in his proof were flexible enough to be adopted for the Maass cusp forms, as shown by T. Meurman [18] , who proved the result for Maass cusp forms.
However, the q-aspect sub-convexity bound seems to be a harder problem. It was first obtained by Duke-Friedlander-Iwaniec using a new form of circle method. Assuming χ to be a primitive character of modulus q and ℜs = 1/2, they obtained (see [8 
is the divisor function. In the case of a general holomorphic cusp form, V. A. Bykovskiǐ [6] used a trace formula expressing the mean values of the form to derive a stronger sub-convexity exponent 3/8. G. Harcos used a similar method given in [8] to prove sub-convexity bound for Maass cusp forms as well. Refining the arguments used in [6] , V. Blomer and G. Harcos [2] obtained the Burgess exponent 3/8 for a more general holomorphic or Maass cusp form. Till date, a proof of Weyl exponent 1/3 exists only for quadratic characters, courtesy to the fundamental work of B. Conrey and H. Iwaniec [7] and is not known for any other character. They proved that (see [7, 
where χ is a quadratic character and f is a primitive cusp form of weight k ≥ 12 and level dividing q, or f (z) = E(z, 1/2 + it), Eisenstein series of full level. Extending the result of Milićević [4] ) Let p be an odd prime. Let f be a holomorphic or Maass cuspidal newform for SL(2, Z), and let χ be a primitive character of conductor q = p n . Let t ∈ R. Then one has
From the above theorem, we can obtain the sub-convexity bound for n > 7 and improve the Burgess exponent as soon as n > 27, and the exponent tends to Weyl exponent as n → ∞. In this paper we propose a different approach which produces an improvement over the known bounds. In our Theorem 1.1, we are able to provide an improvement on the Burgess exponent as soon as n ≥ 3, with the exception when n = 4, 8 (in this case our exponent is same as Burgess exponent) and n = 5. Main result of our Theorem 1.1 is that we are able to achieve the Weyl exponent when n ≥ 3 and n ≡ 0(mod 3). Let us briefly explain the method of the proof.
Sketch of the proof
We have the following general theorem for approximate functional equation of L(f, s) (see [23, page 98 Theorem 5.3]) Theorem 2.1. Let G(u) be any function which is holomorhpic and bounded in the strip −4 < ℜu < 4, even, and normalised by G(0) = 1. Then for s in the strip o ≤ ℜs ≤ 1 we have
where V s (y) is a smooth function defined by
Taking a dyadic subdivision of approximate functional equation at ℜs = 1/2 and using properties of V (y) (see [23, page 100 Proposition 5.4]), we have
where S(N ) is a dyadic sum which is given by
where V (x) is a smooth bump function supported on the interval [1, 2] and satisfies V (j) (x) ≪ j 1. Trivially estimating, we obtain S(N ) ≪ N 1+ε . We shall examine S(N ) in following steps. For simplicity we assume that q ∼ Q, N ∼ p r and r ≡ 0(mod 3).
Step 1-Applying circle method:
We shall apply Kloosterman's version of circle method(see Lemma 3.4) and conductor lowering mechanism introduced by first author [19] . We obtain the sum of the form
Trivially estimating after first step, we have S(N ) ≪ N 2+ε .
Step 2-Applying Poisson summation formula: In this step we shall apply Poisson summation formula to sum over m. The character χ has conductor p r and the additive conductor has a size q. Hence the total conductor for summation over m has size p r q. Initial sum over m has size N and we observe that dual summation is essentially supported on a summation of size qp r /N . We observe that after application of the Poisson formula we are able to save N/ √ p r q from sum over m. Evaluating the character sum, we also observe that a(mod q) can be determined by a congruence relation. Total saving after the first step is given by
Trivially estimating after the second step we obtain S(N ) ≪ N p r/2 .
Step 3-Applying Voronoi summation formula: We shall now apply Voronoi summation formula to sum over n, which has conductor of size p ℓ q. The dual length is essentially supported on a summation of size p 2ℓ q 2 /N . We are able to save N/p ℓ q from Voronoi summation formula and p ℓ/2 by assuming square root cancellation in exponential sum over b. Total saving in third step is of size
Trivially estimating after third step, we observe that S(N ) ≪ p r+ε , which shows that we are on the boundary. We are left with the sum of the form:
where the function J (x, n, q) is of size O(1) but highly oscillatory.
Step 4-Cauchy inequality and Poisson summation formula: To obtain additional saving, We shall now apply Cauchy inequality to get rid of Fourier coefficients, but this process also squares the amount we need to save. We now open the absolute square and then interchange the summation over n. Applying the Poisson summation formula we are able to save Q 2 = p r−ℓ from the diagonal terms and p ℓ/2 from the non-diagonal terms. We observe that optimal choice for ℓ is given by ℓ = 2r/3. Substituting the value of ℓ we obtain
In the following sections we shall provide the proof of the theorem in detail.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some basic facts about SL(2, Z) automorphic forms (for details see [21] and [23] ). Our requirement is minimal, in fact Voronoi summation formula and RankinSelberg bound (see Lemma 3.3) are all that we shall be using.
3.1. Holomorphic cusp forms. Let f be a holomorphic Hecke eigenform of weight k for the full modular group SL(2, Z). The Fourier expansion of f at the cusp ∞ is given by
where e(z) = e 2πiz and λ f (n), n ∈ Z are the normalized Fourier coefficients. It has been proved by Deligne that |λ f (n)| ≤ d(n), where d(n) is the divisor function. Let χ(n) be a primitive character of modulus P . The twisted L-function associated with form f and character χ is given by
It has been studied by Hecke who proved that L(f ⊗ χ, s) is an entire function and satisfies the functional equation
where |ε χ | = 1. From the functional equation and Phragmen-Lindelöf principle one can derive the convexity bound
We shall require the following version of the Voronoi summation formula for holomorphic cusp form (for details, see appendix A.3 of [14] ). Lemma 3.1. Let λ f (n) be as above. Let h be a compactly supported smooth function on the interval (0, ∞). Let q > 0 an integer and a ∈ Z are such that (a, q) = 1. Then we have
where aa ≡ 1(mod q), and
where J k−1 is Bessel function and e q (x) = e 2πix q .
3.2.
Maass cusp forms. Let f be a weight zero Hecke-Maass cusp form with Laplace eigenvalue 1/4 + ν 2 . The Fourier series expansion of f at ∞ is given by
Let χ be a primitive Dirichlet character of modulus P . The twisted L-function is defined by
. It extends to an entire function and satisfies the functional equation
We shall require the following Voronoi summation formula for the Maass form. This was first established by T. Meurman [17] for full level (for general case see appendix A.4 of [14] ). Lemma 3.2. Voronoi summation formula Let h be a compactly supported smooth function in the interval (0, ∞). Let λ f (n) be the Fourier coefficient of weight zero Maass form for the full modular group SL(2, Z), and a, q be positive integer with (a, q) = 1. We have
where Y 2iν and K 2iν are Bessel functions of first and second kind and e q (x) = e 2πix q .
Remark: 1. When h is supported on the interval [X, 2X] and satisfies x j h (j) (x) ≪ 1, then integrating by parts and using the properties of Bessel's function, it is easy to see that the sum on the right hand side of equation (6) are essentially supported on n ≪ f,ε q
For smaller values of n we will use the trivial bound that is H
Next we record some lemmas which we shall use to estimate the sum S(N ).
Some Lemmas.
We first recall the following Rankin-Selberg bound for Fourier coefficients:
Lemma 3.3. Let λ f (n) be the normalised Fourier coefficients of a holomorphic cusp form, or of a Maass form. Then for any real number x ≥ 1, we have
Let δ : Z → {0, 1} be the Kronecker delta function, which is given by
We have the following lemma, which gives the Fourier-Kloosterman expansion of δ(n) (see [23, page 470, Proposition 20
Lemma 3.4. Let Q ≥ 1 be a real number. We have
where ⋆ restrict the summation by (a, q) = 1 and aa ≡ 1(mod q).
We also use following Poisson summation formula(see [23, page 69, Theorem 4.4]).
Lemma 3.5. Poisson summation formula: f : R → R is any Schwarz class function. Fourier transform of f is defined by
where dx is the usual Lebesgue measure on R. We have
We also need to estimate the exponential integral of the form
where f and g are smooth real valued function on the interval [a, b]. Suppose we have |f
we have
By applying integration by parts, differentiating g(x)/f ′ (x) j-times and integrating e(u), we have
) This will be used at several places to show that certain exponential integrals are negligibly small in the absence of the stationary phase point. Next we consider the case of stationary phase point(i.e. point where derivative vanishes). 
for i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, 2.
(2) Suppose that f ′ (x) changes sign from negative to positive at x = x 0 with a < x 0 < b. Let κ = min{b − x 0 , x 0 − a}. Further suppose that bound in equation (11) holds for i = 4. Then we have the following asymptotic expansion
Proof. See Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [11] .
We also require to estimate exponential sum of the form
where χ is a multiplicative character modulo p and g(x) is a rational function over Z. We record following general lemma due to Weil [25] .
Lemma 3.7. Let χ be a multiplicative character modulo p. Let f (x) and g(x) be rational functions over Z.
where k is the order of χ. Then we have
where n 1 is the number of poles or zeros of g, n 2 is the number of poles of f and (f ) ∞ is the divisor (f ) = n2 i=1 m i P i with m i being the multiplicity of the pole P i .
Proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we shall establish following bound.
4.1. Application of circle method. We shall analyse the sum S(N ) for the case of Maass forms (holomorphic case is similar, even simpler). We first separate the oscillation of Fourier coefficients λ f (n) and χ(n) using delta symbol. We write S(N )
where
To analyse sum S(N ) we use the conductor lowering mechanism introduce by first author (see [19] for discrete version of conductor lowering method and [20] for the integral version). The integral equation n = m is equivalent to the congruence n ≡ m(mod p ℓ ) and the integral equation (n − m)/p ℓ = 0, ℓ < r. This process acts like a conductor lowering mechanism, as modulus p ℓ is already present in the character χ. We obtain
Now using Lemma 3.4 for the expression of δ(n), we have
We choose Q = (N/p ℓ ) 1/2 . We detect congruence relation n ≡ m(mod p ℓ ) in the above expression using exponential sum. We have
we will now analyse the sum S + 2 (N ) ( analysis of S − 2 (N ) is just similar). We rearrange the sum as
4.2. Applying Poisson summation Formula. We shall apply the Poisson summation formula to the sum over m in equation (13) as follows. Writing m = β + cp r q, c ∈ Z and then applying the Poisson summation formula to sum over c, we have
We now substitute the change of variable (β + yp r q)/N = z to obtain
where C(b, q) is the character sum and I(x, q, m) is the integral in the above expression. We now first evaluate the character sum in the following subsection.
4.3.
Evaluation of the character sum. Writing q = p r1 q ′ with (p, q ′ ) = 1, the character sum in equation (14) can be written as
, the above character sum equals to
Again, writing α 1 = β 1 p r + β 2 , where β 2 is modulo p r and β 1 modulo p r1 , we obtain
From the last two exponential sums, we obtain the congruence relations m−ap r−ℓ ≡ 0(mod p r1 ) and m − ap r−ℓ ≡ 0(mod q ′ ). Since we have q = q ′ p r1 , we obtain the congruence relation m − ap r−ℓ ≡ 0(mod q), from which a(mod q) can be determined. Sum over β 2 can be written as
We record this into following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let C(b, q) be as given in equation (14) . we have
For simplicity of notation we assume that q = q ′ (r 1 = 0), as number of r 1 are bounded by O (log p r ). Next we consider the integral in equation (14) . Integrating by parts j-times and using V
1 (y) ≪ 1, we have
We observe that this integral is negligibly small if
From the above inequality we obtain the effective range of x as
as a ≍ Q and N/p ℓ = Q 2 . Again integrating by parts, taking V 1 (y)e −N xy p ℓ aq as first function, we obtain
Hence the integral is negligibly small if m ≫ (p r QN ε )/N . After first application of Poisson summation formula we obtain following expression for S + (N ):
Lemma 4.2. Let S + (N ) be as given in equation (13) . We have
for any real A > 0.
Estimating trivially at this stage, we have
Hence we are able to save p r/2 from the first application of Poisson summation formula.
4.4.
Applying Voronoi summation formula. We have (a + bq, q) = 1. Given a, there exists at most one b mod p ℓ such that a + bq ≡ 0(mod p ℓ ). For the rest of b we apply the Voronoi summation formula to the sum over n as follows (The case where a+bq ≡ 0(mod p ℓ ) is similar and even simpler). We first write a + bq = p ℓ q 1 , and then apply the Voronoi summation formula, which gives us more saving as the conductor is now smaller than qp ℓ . Also we have saving of whole summation over b modulo p ℓ ). We substitute g(n) = e(−nx/p ℓ aq)V (n/N ) in Lemma 3.2 to get
(we have similar expression for H + (x, y)). Substituting y/N = z, we have
where J (x, n, q) denotes the integral in above equation. Pulling out the oscillations, we have the following asymptotic formulae for Bessel functions(see [14, Lemma C.2]):
e −x (1 + log |x|)
where the function U ±2iν (x) satisfies,
Also we have J k (x) = e ix W k (x) + e −ix W (x), where
Substituting the above decomposition for Y ±2iν (x) , the first term of the integral in equation (17) is given by (estimation of second term is similar)
where we have denoted U + (y) := U (y) and U − (y) = U (y). Integral J − (x, n, q) has no stationary point. By equation (10) , J − (x, n, q) is negligibly small. For J + (x, n, q) we apply the second statement of Lemma 3.6 with
We have
We observe that
where y 0 is the stationary point, which is y 0 ≍ 1 as V (y) is supported on the interval [1, 2] . Using U ±2iν (x) ≪ ν (1 + x) −1/2 , and applying the second statement of the Lemma 3.6, we obtain
where J (x, n, q) is given in equation (17) . Also, integrating by parts we have
The integral is negligibly small if
We record this result in the following lemma. After applying the Poisson and the Voronoi summation formula we have the following expression for S + (N ).
Lemma 4.3. We have
Estimating trivially, we have (assuming square-root cancellation in the character sum over b and Lemma 3.3):
This shows that we are on the boundary. To obtain additional saving, we shall now apply the Cauchy inequality to the summation over n and then apply the Poisson summation formula.
Interchanging the order of summation, we have
4.5. Applying Cauchy Inequality. We split the summation over n into dyadic sum. Applying the Cauchy inequality on the summation over n in equation (22) and using Lemma 3.3, we have
is given by (opening the absolute square and pushing the summation over n inside):
4.6. Second application of Poisson summation formula. We write a smooth bump function U (n/L)J (x, n, q)J (x, n, q ′ ) := U 1 (n/L), where J (x, n, q) is as given in equation (17) . Writing n = α +′ p ℓ c, c ∈ Z and applying Poisson summation formula to sum over c, we have
We now apply the change of variable
We have U 1 (y) = U (y)J (x, Ly, q)J (x, Ly, q ′ ). From the expression of J (x, Lu, q) in equation (17) (note that after change of variable we have u ≍ 1) and equation (19), we have
This shows that there is no oscillation in function J (x, Ln, q) with respect to variable n. Also from equation (21) we have
as U (y) is supported on the interval [1, 2] .
Integrating by parts taking U 1 (y) as first function, we observe that the integral in equation (26) is negligible if n ≫ p ε′ p ℓ /L. Evaluating the above character sum we get the following congruence relation:
We solve the above congruence modulo p ℓ and modulo′ respectively to obtain
we observe that the number of n satisfying above congruence relation is same as the number of j's. Since we also have n ≪ N ε′ , we conclude j ≪ N ε . Hence the number of solutions of n satisfying the above congruence relation modulo′ , and n ≪′ N ε is bounded by N ε . For congruence relation modulo p ℓ in the above equation, we substitute the change of variable a + bq = α and a + b
We record the bound for T in the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. Let T be as given in equation (25) . We have
where we † in above summation denote that n satisfies the congruence relation given in equation (28).
Substituting the bound for T in equation (24) we obtain
where α and α ′ are related by the congruence relation given in equation (29), andŜ 2 (D) (respectivelyŜ 2 (N D)) is contribution of the diagonal terms (respectively the off-diagonal terms). The contribution of the diagonal terms (α = α ′ , m = m ′ and q = q ′ ) is bounded by (using I(x, q, m) ≪ 1, bound from the equation (27) and sum over n satisfying the congruence relation given in equation (28) is bounded by p ǫ p ℓ /N ):
as a ≍ Q. Substituting the value of α ′ from the congruence relation given in equation (29), we see that the contribution of the off-diagonal term is given by:
Next we evaluate the exponential sum in the above equation.
4.7.
Evaluation of the character sum. In this subsection we shall prove the following lemma Lemma 4.5. Let A be the character sum given by
Proof. Applying the change of variable α = α 1 p ℓ/2 + α 2 where α 1 and α 2 run over residue classes modulo p ℓ/2 , the above character sum reduces to
is an additive character of modulus p ℓ/2 , as we have
as we have 4(r − ℓ) ≥ r. Hence there exists an integer b (uniquely determined modulo p ℓ/2 ) such that
Executing the sum over α 1 given in equation (4.5) we have
Substituting the bound for the character sum in equation (32) and using the bounds of U 1 (y) given in equation (27), we havê
as a, a ′ ≍ Q, Q 2 = N/p ℓ and dagger on summation over n shows that n satisfies the congruence relation modulo′ as given in equation (28). Substituting the bounds forŜ
Substituting the bound forŜ 2 (L) in equation (23) we obtain
as ℓ = 2⌊ r 3 ⌋ and Q = N 1/2 /p ℓ/2 . This proves Proposition 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we shall first establish the following bound.
Proposition 2. We have
where P = P 1 P 2 .
5.1. Application of circle method. As in Theorem 1.1, we shall analyse the sum S(N ) for the case of the Maass forms (holomorphic case is similar, even simpler). We first separate the oscillation of the Fourier coefficients λ f (n) and χ(n) using the delta symbol. We write S(N ) as
where V 1 (y) is another smooth function, supported on the interval [1/2, 3], V 1 (y) ≡ 1 for y ∈ [1, 2] and satisfies y j V (j) ≪ j 1. To analyse the sum S(N ) we shall use the conductor lowering mechanism, as used in Theorem 1. The integral equation n = m is equivalent to the congruence n ≡ m(mod P 1 ) and the integral equation (n − m)/P 1 = 0. We now have
We choose Q = (N/P 1 ) 1/2 . We detect the congruence relation n ≡ m(mod P 1 ) in the above expression using the exponential sum to get
In the rest of the paper we will analyse the sum S 
5.2. Appying Poisson summation Formula. We shall now apply the Poisson summation formula to sum over m in equation (36) as follows. Writing m = β + lP 1 P 2 q and then applying the Poisson summation formula to the sum over l we have
We now apply the change of variable (β + yP 1 P 2 q)/N = z to obtain
where C(b, q) is a character sum and I(x, q, m) is the integral in the above expression. Writing β = a 2 P 1 qP 1 q + a 1 P 2 P 2 , where a 2 (mod P 2 ), a 1 (mod P 1 q) and P 1 qP 1 q ≡ 1(mod P 2 ), the above character sum can be written as
e a 1 (a + bq + mP 2 )
From the congruence relation, a(mod q) and b(mod P 1 ) can be determined. Next we consider the integral in equation (37). Integrating by parts j-times and using V (j) 1 (y) ≪ 1 we have
We observe that I(x, q, m) is negligibly small if m ≫ (
We record this result in the following lemma Lemma 5.1. We have
for any positive constant A > 0.
5.3.
Applying Voronoi summation formula. Substituting the following identity
We have (a+bq+αq, q) = 1. Given a, and b there exists at-most one α such that a+bq+αq ≡ 0(mod P 1 ). For the rest of α we apply the Voronoi summation formula to the sum over n(In the case where a + bq + αq ≡ 0(mod P 1 ), we first take out the power of P 1 from a + bq + αq, and then proceed as bellow. In this case, since conductor is smaller that P 1 q, the Voronoi summation formula gives us more saving. Also in this case α is uniquely determined, which gives us saving over α summation). We substitute g(n) = e(−nx/P 1 aq)V (n/N ) in Lemma 3.2 to get
where H ± are given in Lemma 3.2. We shall estimate S
Applying the change of variable y/N = z, we have
where I(x, n, q) denotes the integral in above equation. Substituting the asymptotic for U ±2iν (x) given in equations (18) and (19), we have the first term of integral in equation (40) is equal to (estimation of second term is similar)
where U + (y) = U (y) and U − (y) = U (y). We observe that the integral I − (x, n) has no stationary point. By equation (10) , I
− (x, n) is negligibly small. For I + (x, n) we apply second statement of Lemma 3.6 with
We observe that if we denote the stationary point by y 0 then we have
Using U ±2iν (x) ≪ ν (1 + x) −1/2 , and applying the second statement of the Lemma 3.6, we have
where I(x, n, q) is given in equation (40). Also, integrating by parts we have
Hence integral is negligibly small if
1 . We record this result in the following lemma. After the application of the Poisson and the Voronoi summation formula we have the following expression for S 
where A > 0 is any positive constant.
A trivial estimate gives us ( assuming cancellation in character sum α)
So we are on the boundary. To get additional cancellation, we shall now apply the Cauchy inequality and the Poisson summation formula. Interchanging the order of summation and using the bound for I(x, n, q) given in equation (42), we have
, and S 0 (q, n) is the quantity inside the last modulus. We write C P1 √ N := C 0 Applying the Cauchy inequality to the sum over n we have
Opening the absolute square of S 0 (q, n) and interchanging the order of summation, we get S 0 (q) = 
where T = n∈Z e −n mP 2 + αq P 1 q + n m ′ P 2 + α ′ q P 1 q U n L .
5.4.
Second application of Poisson summation formula. Writing n = β + lP 1 q, l ∈ Z we have
e −β mP 2 + αq
e −β mP 2 + αq P 1 q + β m ′ P 2 + α ′ q P 1 q + n P 1 q β R U (y)e − nLy P 1 q dy.
Integrating by parts we observe that the integral in the above expression is negligible small if n ≫ (P 1 qP ε )/L. Evaluating the character sum we obtain the congruence relation mP 2 + αq + m ′ P 2 + α ′ q + n ≡ 0 (mod P 1 q).
We obtain
The above congruence relation modulo q reduces to m + m ′ + nP 2 ≡ 0 (mod q) ⇒ m ′ ≡ −m − nP 2 (mod q). We now solve α ′ mod P 1 in terms of α from the above congruence relation. Reducing the congruence relation given in equation (45) modulo P 1 , we obtain m ′ P 2 + α ′ q + mP 2 + αq + n(m ′ P 2 + α ′ q)(mP 2 + αq) ≡ 0 (mod P 1 ).
We now substitute the change of variable mP 2 + αq = β to get α ′ q(1 + nβ) + β(1 + m ′ P 2 n) + m ′ P 2 ≡ 0 (mod P 1 )
⇒ α ′ ≡ − β(1 + m ′ P 2 n) + m ′ P 2 (1 + nβ)q (mod P 1 ).
Now the character summation over α, α ′ reduces to B := β(mod P1) χ 1 q(β − mP 2 )(1 + nβ)q β(1 + m ′ P 2 n) + m ′ P 2 := β(mod P1) χ 1 (g(β)).
Since denominator of g(β) is a linear polynomial in β, hence g(β) = g k 1 (β) for any g 1 (x) ∈ F(x). Applying Lemma 3.7, we get B ≪ P 
as a ≍ Q. Substituting the bounds for the off-diagonal and the diagonal terms given in equations (49) and (50) we obtain
Substituting the value of C 0 and the bound forŜ 0 (q) in equation (43) we obtain 
